DeVoRah / DeBRa - DoVaiR
The Bee - Speaker
י - ב - ד →
R - B - D

DaLeT - Parsing
The First Verse in Genesis

The D-B-R root
DeBor
Speak
DeVoRah
HONEY-BEE
DoVaiR
Speaker
DaVaRoot
Leadership, Rule
DiVRh
WORD

In the field
On the comb

NOTE:
For us, the "Sun" is the Source of Light-Consciousness in our mind.

Shushon Flower
Honeycomb

A 1/3-Unit Turn TETRAHEDRICAL Column has room for the 22 LETTERS of the Hebrew Alphabet on its 22-Triangular Faces. The Tetrahedral Alphabet Column can be opened and unfolded on a Triangular Lattice or on the edge of a HONEYCOMB.

The Hexagonal HONEYCOMB Lattice also appears as the 7-COLOR MAP that defines a 2-Torus. FIRST HAND, taken from the Torus-knot provides our means of pointing - the Letters In Our Hands.